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Abstract
Formalizing early social psychology models, we show that a rational desire to avoid looking
unskilled generates prospect theory’s anomalies of loss aversion, probability weighting, and framing.
Loss aversion arises because losing any gamble, even a friendly bet with little or no money at
stake, re‡ects poorly on the decision maker’s skill. Probability weighting emerges because winning a
gamble with a low probability of success is a strong signal of skill, while losing a gamble with a high
probability of success is a strong signal of incompetence. Framing can a¤ect behavior by selecting
among multiple equilibria. D81; D82; C92; G11
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Most risky decisions involve both skill and chance, so success brings not just material gain but
an enhanced reputation for skill, while failure is doubly unfortunate. Completing a di¢ cult project
wins the con…dence of friends and colleagues, while an embarrassing failure leaves one looking like a
foolish loser. As shown in the classic psychology theories of self-esteem (James, 1890), achievement
motivation (Atkinson, 1957), and self-handicapping (Jones and Berglas, 1978), people choose among
risky alternatives not just for the immediate monetary payo¤s, but also to avoid appearing unskilled.
And as formalized in the career concerns literature (Holmstrom, 1982/1999, 2016), such behavior is
rational when future opportunities depend on a reputation for skill.
If models of decision-making behavior exclude such concerns, what will be inferred from observed
choices? We show that behavior will look irrational in the particular forms predicted by prospect theory’s
canonical anomalies of loss aversion, probability weighting, and framing (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979;
Tversky and Kahneman, 1981, 1982; Kahneman, 2002). While widely replicated (e.g., Ruggeri et al.,
2020), prospect theory lacks a clear foundation in economic or psychological principles. We show that
early social psychology models of risk taking can provide a foundation that is consistent with expected
utility theory.
Following these models we assume that people care about their estimated skill, and in particular
that they are “embarrassment averse”in the same pattern typically assumed for risk aversion regarding
wealth. Such aversion could re‡ect the impact on future earnings as in most career concern models, a
particular concern for job security (Chevalier and Ellison, 1999), fear of lost status, or just a personal
preference. Adapting the notion of a risk premium to estimated skill, we derive embarrassment premia
for gambles based on equilibrium beliefs and posterior skill distributions.
Since losing a gamble re‡ects poorly on the decision maker’s skill, embarrassment aversion adds to
any risk aversion from just the monetary payo¤s.1 Losing even a friendly bet with no money at stake is
still embarrassing, so this e¤ect does not disappear as the stakes of the gamble shrink. Hence if utility is
assumed to depend only on the immediate monetary payo¤ it will appear to be kinked at the status quo
as in the standard loss aversion model (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), rather than becoming locally
linear and implying near risk neutrality (Pratt, 1964; Rabin, 2000).
Failure at a long-shot is common but has little e¤ect on perceived skill since both skilled and unskilled
decision makers usually fail. In contrast, failure at a sure-thing is rare but more embarrassing because
a person who fails is probably unskilled. As Atkinson (1957) noted, there is “little embarrassment in
failing” at di¢ cult tasks and a great “sense of humiliation” in failing at easy tasks. We …nd that likely
but less embarrassing losses o¤er higher expected utility than unlikely but humiliating losses. Hence
people will appear to overweight low probabilities of success by being less afraid when success is unlikely,
and to underweight high probabilities of success by being more afraid when success is likely (Kahneman
and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992).
Multiple equilibria often coexist depending on whether the observer expects gambling or not. This
creates strategic uncertainty where the decision maker is unsure of how their actions will be interpreted,
so any indications of observer expectations can a¤ect the decision to gamble. This can give a self1 Not

all situations …t embarrassment aversion. A contestant facing an opponent may bene…t from being underestimated
(Charness, Rustichini, and van de Ven, 2018), while a manager hoping for promotion may gain from a more variable skill
estimate (Holmstrom and Costa, 1986).
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con…rming extra incentive to gamble that …ts experimental evidence that “framing” the gamble to be
over negative outcomes makes the decision maker risk loving (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981).
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Example

Consider a skill gamble with two outcomes x, “win” or “lose”, taken by a decision maker who is either
skilled “s” or unskilled “u” and doesn’t know which. Conditional on winning or losing,
Pr[sjwin]

Pr[win; s]
Pr[win; s] Pr[s] Pr[win]
= Pr[s] +
Pr[win]
Pr[win]
Pr[winjs] Pr[s] Pr[s] (Pr[winjs] Pr[s] + Pr[winju] Pr[u])
= Pr[s] +
Pr[win]
Pr[winjs] Pr[winju]
= Pr[s] +
Pr[s] Pr[u]
Pr[win]
=

and
Pr[sjlose] = Pr[s]

Pr[winjs] Pr[winju]
Pr[s] Pr[u]:
1 Pr[win]

(1)

(2)

The skill estimate is updated more strongly the larger is the “skill gap” Pr[winjs] Pr[winju] > 0 and
the closer is the prior Pr[s] to 1=2.
Letting v represent the skill estimate component of utility, if v is strictly concave the decision maker
prefers the prior skill estimate by Jensen’s inequality, v(Pr[s]) > Pr[win]v(Pr[sjwin])+Pr[lose]v(Pr[sjlose]),
making them more wary of gambles than pure monetary considerations would suggest. As the monetary
stakes shrink the fear of looking unskilled remains, so there will appear to be a kink or even discontinuity
in utility if it is assumed to be a function of wealth alone.
Now consider how the odds of the gamble a¤ect skill updating. Suppose Pr[winjs] = p + " and
Pr[winju] = p " where " = p(1 p) for some
2 (0; 1]. This ensures that the probabilities are
bounded in [0; 1] and implies that the posterior estimates are linear in p, as shown in Figure 1(a) for
" = p(1 p) and Pr[s] = 1=2 so that Pr[sjwin] = 1=2+(1 p)=2 and Pr[sjlose] = 1=2 p=2. We will show
such updating is implicitly assumed by the achievement motivation literature and is consistent with the
self-handicapping and prospect theory literatures.
As see in Figure 1(a), for long-shots with low Pr[win], winning raises estimated skill substantially
while losing has only a small impact. Conversely, for sure-things with high Pr[win], winning raises
estimated skill only slightly whereas losing has a large impact. Losing at a long-shot happens frequently
but is not very embarrassing, while screwing up at a sure-thing happens rarely but is very embarrassing.
Which is worse?
Figure 1(b) shows this tradeo¤ for constant relative risk aversion function v = 1= Pr[sjx], so v 0 > 0,
v 00 < 0, and v 000 > 0, implying there is “downside risk aversion” (Whitmore, 1970).2 For a long-shot
gamble F the skill estimates from winning and losing are w = PrF [sjwin] and l = PrF [sjlose], while for a
sure-thing gamble G the skill estimates are W = PrG [sjwin] and L = PrG [sjlose]. Since v 0 is decreasing
2 For v 0 > 0 and v 00 < 0, the condition v 000 > 0 is necessary for decreasing absolute risk aversion, which implies that
demand for risky assets increases with wealth (Pratt, 1964). Downside risk aversion implies precautionary savings (Kimball,
1990) and Deusenberry’s demonstration e¤ect (Harbaugh, 1996).
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Figure 1: Impact of Winning and Losing on Estimated Skill and Expected Utility
at a decreasing rate, the sure-thing is worse as seen from the starred expected utilities in the …gure.
Section 3 shows that Bayesian updating in (1)-(2) plus downside risk aversion supports key insights from
the self-esteem, achievement motivation, and self-handicapping literatures and makes similar predictions
as prospect theory.
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Skill Signaling

To better understand these connections, we …rst consider the above model of “performance skill” but
allow the decision maker to have private information about their ability, implying that gambling or
not can be a signal of skill. We then consider “evaluation skill” where skilled decision makers have
better information about the odds of the gamble, implying that choosing to take a gamble that fails is
embarrassing –and that failing to take a gamble that succeeds is also embarrassing.

2.1

Performance Skill

A decision maker of uncertain skill q 2 fu; sg, faces a gamble F at price z with monetary payo¤
x 2 flose; wing where lose < win. The decision maker has a private signal 2 fb; gg that is correlated
with skill, Pr[sjg] > Pr[sjb], where skill is correlated with winning, Pr[winjs] > Pr[winju], so Pr[winjg] >
Pr[winjb]. Conditional on skill, provides no information on winning, Pr[winjq; ] = Pr[winjq]. The
gamble is de…ned by its distribution F (q; x; ) which has full support. Utility is quasilinear in wealth y
and estimated skill by the observer, U = y + v( ) where v 0 > 0 , v 00 < 0 and v 000 > 0. Our equilibrium
concept is PBE.
Generalizing (1) and (2) to condition on , updated skill after gambling is
Pr[sjx; ] = Pr[sj ] +

Pr[xjs] Pr[xju]
Pr[sj ] Pr[uj ]:
Pr[xj ]
3

(3)

A separating equilibrium where g gambles and b refuses exists if the payo¤s given such beliefs from
gambling E[xj ] + E[v(Pr[sjx])j ] and not gambling z + v(Pr[sjb]) make g prefer gambling and b prefer
not gambling. Rearranging to isolate the monetary and skill updating e¤ects,
E[xjg]

z

v(Pr[sjb])

E[v(Pr[sjx; g])jg] and

E[xjb]

z

v(Pr[sjb])

E[v(Pr[sjx; g])jb].

(4)

The embarrassment premium
for type given observer beliefs is the premium E[xj ] z needed to
make type indi¤erent, so it equals the net loss from the skill estimate component of expected utility on
the RHS of (4). The sign of
indicates whether a “fair gamble”with price z = E[xj ] will be accepted
by type for given equilibrium beliefs. The average embarrassment premium is = b Pr[b] + g Pr[g].
Looking at (4), since Pr[winjg] > Pr[winjb] implies E[v(Pr[sjx])jg] > E[v(Pr[sjx])jb], the embarrassment premium is higher for b than g. Since the monetary payo¤ is also worse for b, E[xjg] > E[xjb],
a separating equilibrium holds for some z, and by varying z both types can be made indi¤erent in the
equilibrium. Not gambling indicates the decision maker has a bad signal b, so the decision maker faces a
tradeo¤ between admitting incompetence by not gambling and risking embarrassment by gambling. This
tradeo¤ favors not gambling when the signal reveals little or nothing about skill. As Pr[sjg] Pr[sjb]
goes to 0 as in the introductory example, Pr[sjx; g] goes to Pr[sjx] from (1) and (2), and Pr[winjg] and
Pr[winjb] go to Pr[win], so from (4) the premium goes to
= v(Pr[s])

Pr[win]v(Pr[sjwin])

Pr[lose]v(Pr[sjlose]) > 0;

(5)

where the inequality follows from v 00 < 0.
The tradeo¤ instead favors gambling when is very informative about skill so refusing is very revealing
of low skill. As Pr[sjg] Pr[sjb] goes to 1, Pr[sjx; g] goes to 1 and Pr[sjx; b] goes to 0, so the premium
goes to
= v(0) v(1) < 0;
(6)
where the inequality follows from v 0 > 0.
The tradeo¤ also favors gambling when the skill gap is su¢ ciently small. As Pr[winjs]
goes to 0 and Pr[sjx] goes to Pr[s], the premium goes to
= v(Pr[sjb])

v(Pr[sjg]) < 0;

Pr[loseju]

(7)

where the inequality follows from v 0 > 0. Since there is little loss in estimated skill from losing, taking
a fair gamble is less embarrassing than admitting to a lack of con…dence by refusing.3
This establishes Proposition 1 for the separating equilibrium. If z is su¢ ciently low a both-gamble
equilibrium exists and if z is su¢ ciently high a both-refuse equilibrium exists, and for intermediate
values partial pooling equilibria exist. The results for these equilibria, where only one type can be
made indi¤erent so the embarrassment premium can only be measured for that type, are proven in the
Appendix.
3 See Chen (2016) for a more general analysis of the signaling incentive to take a risky project. Chung and Eso (2013)
analyze the incentives to simultaneously show o¤ and also learn about one’s ability.
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Figure 2: Stochastic Dominance for Posterior Skill Distributions
Proposition 1 The embarrassment premia
are (i) positive for su¢ ciently low Pr[sjg] Pr[sjb], (ii)
negative for su¢ ciently high Pr[sjg] Pr[sjb], and (iii) negative for su¢ ciently low Pr[winjs] Pr[winju].
Negative embarrassment premia under (ii) and (iii) capture the idea that people may take a chance
rather than con…rm their inadequacy. When multiple equilibria coexist, decision makers also face strategic uncertainty over how gambling or not will be interpreted, and the sign of the embarrassment premium
can then di¤er across equilibria if none of (i)-(iii) are satis…ed.
Now consider embarrassment premia from long-shots and sure-things. Looking back at Figure 1(b),
the embarrassment premium = v(Pr[s]) E[v(Pr[sjx])] = 2 Pr[win]=(2 Pr[win]) is six times higher for
the long-shot than sure-thing. To investigate this di¤erence more generally, we compare the distributions
of the posterior skill estimates that they generate.
Figure 2(a) shows CDFs for the respective skill distributions P and Q generated by the long-shot F
and sure-thing G from the example. As seen in the …gure they are not FOSD ranked, nor can they can
be since the mean estimated skill must be the prior Pr[s], i.e., gambling over skill is a fair gamble.
As seen in Figure 2(b), they are not SOSD ranked, nor can they be for equal skill gaps since the order
of posterior estimates must overlap, L < l < W < w. Regarding Third Order Stochastic Dominance,
distribution P dominates Q if the means are equal and the integral of the integral of Q is always higher
than that of P , or
Z Z
y

t

(Q( )

L

P ( )) d dt

L

0

(8)

Rw
Rw
for all y 2 [L; w], implying L v ( ) dP ( )
v ( ) dQ( ) for v 0 > 0,v 00 0,v 000 0 (Whitmore, 1970).
L
Rt
Looking at Figure 2(c) this condition holds. More generally, since the integral L (Q( ) P ( )) d
crosses 0 once on [L; w], the variation diminishing property implies its integral can cross 0 at most
once (see Jewitt, 2004). Looking at Figures 2(b) and 2(c), (8) is initially positive at y = L, so if it is
non-negative in the left neighborhood of w then it cannot be negative for any y since that would require
crossing zero twice. The following lemma, proven in the Appendix, uses this approach to show that
TOSD holds generally under the skill distributions we are interested in.
5

Lemma 1 For distribution P where Pr[w] = p and Pr[l] = 1 p, and distribution Q where Pr[W ] = q
and Pr[L] = 1 q, P T OSD Q if p < q, p 1 q, L = c d= (1 q), l = c d= (1 p), W = c + d=q,
and w = c + d=p for mean c and constant d > 0.
Lemma 1 implies a lower embarrassment premium on a long-shot F than sure-thing G where the probabilities of winning and losing are reversed but otherwise the gambles are the same. From the example in
Figure 1(a), p = PrF [win] = :2, q = PrG [win] = :8, c = 1=2 and d = (Pr[winjs] Pr[winju]) Pr[s] Pr[u],
so F o¤ers higher expected utility as seen in Figure 1(b) and hence has a lower embarrassment premium.
With private information, in the separating equilibrium the embarrassment premium from (4) for
type for gamble X 2 fF; Gg is
X;

so

F;

<

G;

= v(Pr[sjb])
X

Pr[winj ]v(Pr[sjwin; g])
X

X

Pr[losej ]v(Pr[sjlose; g]);
X

X

(9)

if EF [v(Pr[sjx; g])j ] > EG [v(Pr[sjx; g])j ] or
Pr[winj ]v(Pr[sjwin; g]) + Pr[losej ]v(Pr[sjlose; g])
F

>

F

F

F

Pr[winj ]v(Pr[sjwin; g]) + Pr[losej ]v(Pr[sjlose; g]):
G

G

G

G

(10)

Applying Lemma 1, let p = PrF [winjg] and q = PrG [winjg] where p < q. Since PrX [winjg] > PrX [win]
and assuming PrF [win] = PrG [lose], then p > 1 q. Letting L = PrG [sjlose; g], l = PrF [sjlose; g],
W = PrG [sjwin; g], and w = PrF [sjwin; g], from (3) these posteriors …t the conditions of the lemma
where c = Pr[sjg] and d = (Pr[winjs] Pr[winju]) Pr[sjg] Pr[ujg]. Hence pv(w) + (1 p)v(l) > qv(W ) +
(1 q)v(L) and (10) holds for type g by Lemma 1, so F;g < G;g . For type b, there is higher weight
on both v(PrF [sjlose; g]) and v(PrG [sjlose; g]) in (10) than for g. Since the latter is more negative
from (3), the RHS falls more than the LHS so if (10) holds for g, then it holds for b. In particular,
let p0 = PrF [winjb] and q 0 = PrG [winjb] and note p p0 = q q 0 > 0. Then (10) holds for type b if
p0 v(w) + (1 p0 )v(l) > q 0 v(W ) + (1 q 0 )v(L), which holds if v(w) v(l) < v(W ) v(L), which holds
since w > W , l > L, w l = W L > 0, and v 0 > 0; v 00 < 0.
This establishes Proposition 2 for the separating equilibrium. The results for other equilibria are
shown in the Appendix.
Proposition 2 If gambles F and G with PrF [win] = PrG [lose] are otherwise equal then the embarrassment premia
are lower for F than for G.

2.2

Evaluation Skill

The career concerns literature also considers “evaluation skill” where skilled decision makers more accurately estimate probabilities.4 With evaluation skill, we assume the outcome is observed even if the
gamble is not taken, e.g., the price of an unpurchased stock still rises or falls, so not taking a gamble can
also be embarrassing. We still assume Pr[winjg] > Pr[winjb] but now provides no direct information on
skill, Pr[sjg] = Pr[sjb], and skill unconditional on a signal is independent of winning, Pr[winjq] = Pr[win].
4 Evaluation skill has been used to understand problems ranging from distorted investment decisions (Holmstrom, 1982)
to political correctness (Stephen Morris, 2001).
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Instead skill matters because the signal is more informative for a skilled decision maker, so the skill gap
for estimated skill from (3) is replaced with Pr[win; gjs] Pr[win; gju] = Pr[lose; bjs] Pr[lose; bju] > 0.
For instance, if the true probability of winning is either p + " or p ", where a skilled decision maker’s
signal is accurate with probability > 1=2 and an unskilled decision maker’s with probability 1=2,
then the skill gap is (2
1)".
The equilibrium conditions for the separating equilibrium where g gambles and b refuses are
E[xjg]

z

E [v(Pr[sjx; b])jg]

E[v(Pr[sjx; g])jg] and

(11)

E[xjb]

z

E [v(Pr[sjx; b])jb]

E[v(Pr[sjx; g])jb]

(12)

so
=

(Pr[win]v(Pr[sjwin; b]) + Pr[lose]v(Pr[sjlose; b]))

(13)

(Pr[win]v(Pr[sjwin; g]) + Pr[lose]v(Pr[sjlose; g]) ) ,
where the …rst part captures the “gamble” of refusing to gamble. Let p = Pr[winjg] and q = Pr[losejb]
where Pr[winjg] < 1=2 so p = 1 q and p < q for Pr[winjg] < 1=2 and let w = Pr[sjwin; g], l =
Pr[sjlose; g], W = Pr[sjlose; b], L = Pr[sjwin; b], implying by Lemma 1 that pv(w) + (1 p)v(l) >
qv(W ) + (1 q)v(L). Now let p0 = Pr[winjb] and q 0 = Pr[losejg] where p p0 = q q 0 > 0. Then
p0 v(w) + (1 p0 )v(l) > q 0 v(W ) + (1 q 0 )v(L) since
p0 v(w) + (1
pv(w)
/ (v(W )

p0 )v(l)

(1
v(L))

q 0 v(W )

(1

p)v(l) + qv(W ) + (1
(v(w)

q 0 )v(L)
q)v(L)

(14)

v(l)) > 0;

where the inequality follows from w > W , l > L, W
L > w l > 0 and v 0 > 0; v 00 < 0. Since
p Pr[g] + p0 Pr[b] = Pr[win], from (13) > 0 for Pr[winjg] < 1=2. For Pr[winjb] > 1=2 the same logic
applies where p = Pr[losejb] and q = Pr[winjg], so losing rather than winning is the long shot, and
w = Pr[sjlose; b], l = Pr[sjwin; b], W = Pr[sjwin; g], and L = Pr[sjlose; g], implying < 0.
Proposition 3 For evaluation skill, (i) in the separating equilibrium is negative for Pr[winjg] < 1=2
and positive for Pr[winjb] > 1=2; (ii) in a both-gamble equilibrium b < 0 for all Pr[win]; and (iii) in a
both-refuse equilibrium g > 0 for all Pr[win].
The preference for long-shots over sure-things is so strong that in the separating equilibrium the
embarrassment premium is always positive for long-shots and negative for sure-things.5 Nothing can be
inferred about skill from winning or losing if both types make the same decision, so the embarrassment
premium is always positive in the both-gamble equilibrium and negative in the both-refuse equilibrium.
Premia in the partial pooling equilibria depend on whether the equilibrium is closer to separating or to
one of the pooling equilibria.
5 If

the outcome of a refused gamble is not observed, the results follow the same pattern as in Proposition 2.
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3

Relation to Early Models and Prospect Theory

Embarrassment aversion can formalize insights from classic models in the social psychology literature
to provide an information-based approach to understanding key behavioral anomalies associated with
prospect theory.6

3.1

Self-Esteem

The idea that self-esteem depends on the outcomes of risky decisions, and that people may avoid risk
to protect their self-esteem, dates back at least to James (1890) who de…ned self-esteem as the ratio of
successes to “pretensions”. He noted that self-esteem could be raised both by “increasing the numerator”
through success and by “diminishing the denominator”through avoidance. Assuming self-esteem is driven
in part by esteem from others,7 a preference for greater self-esteem corresponds to v 0 > 0, while James’
suggestion that protecting self-esteem drives behavior corresponds to v 00 < 0.8

3.2

Achievement Motivation

A leading theory of risk taking before prospect theory, Atkinson’s (1957) theory of achievement motivation captures the idea that di¤erent probability gambles convey di¤erent information about skill.
Consistent with the model, experiments with an explicit skill component found that people were afraid
of gambles with an equal probability of success or failure. However, experiments also found a strong tendency to favor long-shots over sure-things, which was considered to be outside of the model’s predictions
(e.g., Atkinson et al., 1960).
Following Atkinson (1957), for a gamble with chance p of success let the utility from success be
ms (1 p) and the utility from failure be mf ( p) where the constants mf > ms > 0 re‡ect the respective
motives to avoid failure and gain success. Noting that the utility gain from winning is higher when p is
small, while the utility loss from losing is higher when p is large, the expected utility from the gamble is
pms (1

p) + (1

p)mf ( p);

(15)

implying the utility from gambling is lowest at p = 1=2.
From the perspective of embarrassment aversion, this reduced form model arises when skill estimates
are linear in the probability of success as in the introductory example and v is a piecewise linear function
with slope ms above Pr[s] and mf below. From (1) and (2), and normalizing v(Pr[s]) = 0, expected
utility is then
pms (1 p) Pr[s] Pr[u] + (1 p)mf ( p Pr[s] Pr[u]);
(16)
6 The results are also related to regret theory (Bell, 1982; Loomes and Sugden, 1982), rank-dependent utility (Quiggin,
1982), and disappointment aversion (Gul, 1991) via their known connections to prospect theory. Bell (1982) notes “the
evaluation of others, one’s bosses for example, may be an important consideration” in regret. Steiner and Stewart (2016)
analyze probability weighting as a correction for the winner’s curse.
7 Go¤man (1959) analyzes strategies for managing the esteem of others. Self-esteem can be instrumental if it facilitates
conveying a favorable image to others (Benabou and Tirole, 2002). Burks et al. (2013) …nd evidence consistent with
over-con…dence as a social signal.
8 Cowen and Glazer (2006) consider labor market applications where risk aversion with respect to ability estimates is
likely.
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Figure 3: Early Social-Signaling Models Mapped to Embarrassment Aversion
where the only di¤erence is that the motives mf and ms are ampli…ed by a larger skill gap (higher )
and dampened by a stronger prior (high Pr[s] or Pr[u]).
As seen in Figure 3(a) the linear segments make v concave and hence consistent with loss aversion,
but preclude a role for downside risk aversion. If mf and ms were decreasing rather than constant the
model would allow for v 000 > 0, which from Proposition 2 would then …t the experimental pattern of
favoring long-shots over sure-things.

3.3

Self-Handicapping

A preference for long-shots is central to the question of self-handicapping. To reduce the loss in esteem due to failure, people deliberately lower the odds of success so that failure is likely (Jones and
Berglas, 1978). The literature considers both self-esteem and esteem by others as factors and …nds
that self-handicapping is more common in public situations (Kolditz and Arkin, 1982). Our model with
performance skill formalizes implicit assumptions in the literature. First, losing at lower probability
gambles is indeed less damaging to estimated skill as shown in the introductory example. Second, this
gain can compensate for more frequent loss if there is downside risk aversion.9 Third, even if the choice
to self-handicap is itself an embarrassing signal, self-handicapping can still be an equilibrium.
In the introductory example without an informative signal the embarrassment premium is lower for
long shots, so the decision maker is better o¤ self-handicapping if the monetary loss is smaller than the
expected utility di¤erence in Figure 1(b). Hence, applying the logic of Proposition 1(i) and Proposition
2, both types will still want to self-handicap if the signal is weak and the stakes are small. Otherwise
it can be worth it for b to admit some insecurity by not gambling in order to avoid a more revealing
gamble, but not worth it for g.
9 Benabou and Tirole (2002) analyze self-handicapping as an ine¢ cient action that completely avoids revealing ability
rather than reducing the probability of success.
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To see this let the prices z and monetary stakes x of the original gamble G and the handicapped
gamble F be the same where PrG [winj ] > PrF [winj ]. A separating equilibrium exists if
EG [xjg]

EF [xjg]

EF [v(Pr[sjx; b])jg]

EG [v(Pr[sjx; g])jg] and

(17)

EG [xjb]

EF [xjb]

EF [v(Pr[sjx; b])jb]

EG [v(Pr[sjx; b])jb],

(18)

F

F

G

G

so type g prefers the original gamble for its higher material gain, while type b prefers the handicapped
gamble for its lower potential for severe embarrassment.
Figure 3(b) shows the introductory example but with Pr[sjg] = :55 and Pr[sjb] = :45. In the
separating equilibrium taking the original gamble G is a good signal that raises estimated skill, while
self-handicapping down to gamble F is a bad signal that lowers estimated skill. Comparing payo¤s with
those in Figure 1(b), W and L are both higher, while w and l are both lower, but the estimate L from
losing at the sure thing is still most embarrassing. Stars indicate separating equilibrium payo¤s and
circles indicate deviation payo¤s, where the left pair is for type = b who does worse at either gamble,
and right pair for = g who does better at either gamble. As seen from these payo¤s, if b ’s monetary
loss from self-handicapping is less than their embarrassment loss, but g’s monetary loss is more than
their smaller embarrassment loss, the equilibrium holds. If the embarrassment loss is su¢ ciently large
and the monetary loss su¢ ciently small, then both types will self-handicap.

3.4

Prospect Theory

Prospect theory assumes that utility from monetary outcomes is kinked at a reference point so the pain
from losing exceeds the gain from winning, thereby implying risk aversion even for arbitrarily small
gambles. As discussed above, if decision makers are embarrassment averse, then this same loss aversion
behavior can arise even with a smooth utility function. The utility function is convex below the reference
point (re‡ection e¤ect) so if the payo¤s are in that convex range, or framed as such, risk loving behavior
results. For performance skill, a negative payo¤ from not gambling suggests it is an admission of low
skill, which is consistent with the separating or both-gamble equilibrium, while a positive payo¤ suggests
nothing negative, which is consistent with the neither-gamble equilibrium. For evaluation skill either
pooling equilibrium hides any evidence of skill, so the decision maker has an incentive to follow whatever
they think is expected rather than risk an embarrassing failure.10
Prospect theory also assumes a “four-fold”pattern of probability weighting (Tversky and Kahneman,
1992; Prelec 1998).11 People overweight small probability gains (pay $10 for a 10% “long-shot” chance
to win $100) and underweight high probability losses (risking a 90% chance of losing $100 to “win back”
money rather than pay $90 for sure). And they underweight high probability gains (taking $90 over a 90%
“sure thing”chance of winning $100) and overweight low probability losses (pay $10 “insurance”rather
than risk a 10% chance of losing $100). The …rst two cases reduce to overweighting a low probability of
success, and the last two to underweighting a high probability of success.
1 0 In

the classic ‡u problem (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) a description (and potential newspaper headline) of “people
will be saved” versus “people will die” suggests di¤erent expectations even if the number of deaths is the same.
1 1 Wu and Gonzalez (1996) disentangle the predictions of the probability weighting function and the convex-concave
utility function assumed in original prospect theory.
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Figure 4: Embarrassment Aversion Mapped to Prospect Theory’s Probability Weights
The probability weighting function is typically estimated by …nding the certainty equivalent z that
induces indi¤erence to the gamble for di¤erent probabilities p and then inferring what weighted probability w(p) would induce indi¤erence by a risk neutral decision maker, w(p) win + (1 w(p)) lose = z (p),
implying w(p) = (z (p) lose) = (win lose). In our model z = p win + (1 p) lose
where
is the embarrassment premium. If w(p) is estimated based on assuming U = Y while the true utility
function is U = Y + v( ) without probability weighting, then
w(p) = p

win

lose

;

(19)

so there appears to be underweighting or overweighting depending on the sign of the embarrassment
premium, and such weighting is moderated by higher monetary stakes. There is always underweighting
if the private signal is su¢ ciently weak as in the introductory example by Proposition 1(i), but less
underweighting for long-shots by Proposition 2.
With a stronger private signal of ability, Proposition 1(iii) implies it is better to take a chance and
gamble than admit incompetence if the skill gap is su¢ ciently small, implying a negative embarrassment
premium and hence probability overweighting.12 Considering the separating equilibrium, assume the
same parameters as in the introductory example except, as in the self-handicapping example, Pr[sjg]
Pr[sjb] = 1=10, and set win = 10; lose = 0. As seen in Figure 4(a), now there is overweighting of low
probability gambles as in the canonical form of Kahneman and Tversky (1979).13
For evaluation skill, from Proposition 3 the embarrassment premium is negative for low probability
gambles in the separating equilibrium, implying overweighting. Considering this equilibrium, and assuming the same parameters for the example in Section 2.2, the imputed probability weighting function
for = 4=5 and win = 1; lose = 0 shown in Figure 4(c) is similar to that in Tversky and Kahneman
(1992).14
1 2 For

stronger signals, for both performance and evaluation skill, can be large enough for the “uncertainty e¤ect” of
w(p) < 0 found by Gneezy, List, and Wu (2006).
1 3 In this example there is a “certainty e¤ect” (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) or discontinuity at p = 1, which arises
with embarrassment aversion if the skill gap declines su¢ ciently slowly as p goes to 1.
1 4 The exact pattern depends on the parameters, e.g., setting
= 1, w = 10, and l = 0 generates a pattern more similar
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4

Conclusion

Most real-world gambles involve both skill and chance as analyzed theoretically and empirically in
the career concerns literature. The original prospect theory experiments and most replications use
hypothetical gambles where it is unclear if subjects should assume a context where skill matters or not.
When gambles involve real monetary payo¤s and randomization devices, the results often weaken or
disappear (e.g., Laury and Holt, 2008; Andreoni and Harbaugh, 2010; Harrison and Ross, 2017; Lau,
Yoo, and Zhao, 2019). Early social psychology experiments involved risky choices with an explicit skill
component but without monetary payo¤s (e.g., Atkins et al., 1960), and some also varied the visibility
of behavior (e.g., Kolditz and Arkin, 1982). Combining these di¤erent experimental approaches, and
considering situations where the theory predictions diverge,15 may o¤er additional insight.

5

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1: Given equilibrium strategies, let be the receiver’s equilibrium belief that
refusal is by type g, and let be the receiver’s equilibrium belief (before observing the outcome) that
gambling is by type g. Since gambling o¤ers higher monetary returns for g types, on the equilibrium
path either b strictly prefers refusing and g is indi¤erent, implying 2 [0; Pr[g]] and = 1, or b is
indi¤erent and g strictly prefers gambling, implying = 0 and 2 [Pr[g]; 1].
Regarding the …rst case, it covers partial pooling and the limiting case of the both-refuse equilibrium
where = Pr[g].16 The premium is
g

= v(Pr[s])

Pr[winjg]v(Pr[sjwin; g])

Pr[losejg]v(Pr[sjlose; g])

(20)

where Pr [s] = Pr[sjg] + (1
) Pr[sjb] < Pr[sjg]. As Pr[sjg] Pr[sjb] goes to 0, Pr [s] goes to Pr[s], so
Pr[sjb] goes to 1, Pr [s] goes to so g goes to v( ) v(1) < 0. As
g > 0 just as in (5). As Pr[sjg]
the skill gap Pr[winjs] Pr[loseju] goes to 0, g goes to v(Pr [s]) v(Pr[sjg]) < 0.
Regarding the second case, it covers partial pooling and the limiting case of the both-gamble equilibrium where = Pr[g]. The premium is
b

= v(Pr[sjb])

Pr[winjb]v(Pr[sjwin])

where
Pr[sjwin] = Pr[s] +

Pr[losejb]v(Pr[sjlose])

Pr[xjs] Pr[xju]
Pr[s] Pr[u];
Pr [x]

(21)

(22)

and where Pr [s] = Pr[sjg] + (1
) Pr[sjb] and Pr [x] = Pr[xjg] + (1
) Pr[xjb]. As Pr[sjg] Pr[sjb]
goes to 0, Pr [sjx] goes to Pr[sjx], and Pr[winjb] goes to Pr[win], so b > 0 just as in (5). As Pr[sjg]
Pr[sjb] goes to 1, Pr[sjb] goes to 0 and Pr [sjx] goes to , so g goes to v(0) v( ) < 0. As the skill gap
to Figure 4(a).
1 5 Most notably, embarrassment aversion implies sure-things are favored over long-shots if the observer does not know
the odds of the gamble.
1 6 For calculation of embarrassment premia we assume o¤-path beliefs are
= 1 for the both-refuse equilibrium since g
has more incentive to gamble, and are = 0 for the both-gamble equilibrium since b has more incentive to refuse. Such
beliefs are consistent with standard re…nements of PBE.
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Pr[winjs] Pr[loseju] goes to 0, Pr [sjx] goes to Pr [s] > Pr[sjb], so

b

goes to v(Pr[sjb]) v(Pr [s]) < 0.

Proof of Lemma 1: By assumption d > 0 and p < q so L < l < W < w. From the discussion in
the text, the diminishing variation property implies that if (8) is positive at y = w or is zero at y = w
and positive in the left neighborhood of y = w, then by continuity (8) is nonnegative for all y, implying
P T OSD Q.
RW
Checking, the integral (8) over y 2 [W; w] equals the triangle below L Q( )d plus the trapezoid
Ry
Ry
below W Q( )d minus the triangle below l P ( )d , or
(1

q) (W
2

2

L)

+

(1

q) (W
2

L)

(1

+

q) (W

L) + y

W

(y

2

W)

(1

p) (y
2

2

l)

: (23)

Substituting L; l; W , and w, and evaluating at y = w, this equals
d2 (q p) (p + q 1)
;
2 pq (1 p) (1 q)

(24)

which is nonnegative for p < q and p
1 q. The derivative of (23) at y = w is 0 and the second
derivative is p > 0, so (8)> 0 in the left neighborhood of w. Therefore (8) 0 for all y so P T OSD Q.
Proof of Proposition 2: (i) Extending the analysis beyond the separating equilibrium, we are
comparing the same equilibria for each gamble so and are the same. First suppose 2 [0; Pr[g]] and
= 1 so b refuses and g is indi¤erent, which include the both-refuse equilibrium where = Pr[g]. Since
only g types gamble X;g
X;b is the same as in the separating equilibrium case of (9) so F;g < G;g .
Now suppose
= 0 and
2 [Pr[g]; 1] b is indi¤erent and g gambles, which includes the bothrefuse equilibrium where = Pr[g]. The premium di¤erence F;b
G;b equals PrG [xjb]v(PrG; [sjx])
PrF [xjb]v(PrF; [sjx]) or
Pr[winjb]v( Pr [sjwin]) + Pr[losejb]v( Pr [sjlose])
G

G;

G

Pr[winjb]v(Pr [sjwin])
F

F;

where
Pr [winjx] = Pr [s] +

X;

X;

G;

Pr[losejb]v(Pr [sjlose])
F

F;

Pr[xjs] Pr[xju]
Pr[s] Pr[u]:
Pr [x]

(25)

(26)

Let p = PrF; [win] and q = PrG; [win] then the conditions of Lemma 1 are satis…ed, implying
Pr [win]v(Pr [sjwin]) + Pr [lose]v(Pr [sjlose])

F;

F;

F;

Pr [sjwin]v( Pr [sjwin])

G;

G;

F;

Pr [sjlose]v( Pr [sjlose]):

G;

G;

(27)

Note that PrF [winjb] < PrF; [win] = PrF [winjg] + (1
) PrF [winjb] and PrG [winjb] < PrG; [win] =
PrG [winjg] + (1
) PrG [winjb], so PrX; [win] PrX [winjb] = (PrX [winjg] PrX [winjb]). Therefore
by the same arguments as for the separating equilibrium F;b < G;b .
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